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1. Reach and Impact  www.youtube.com/@radu
2. Feedback

i recommend to use es module syntax (import/export) since it is compatible for both node and browser
4. Collaboration

No Black Box Machine Learning Course – Learn Without Libraries
494K views • 6 months ago

freeCodeCamp.org

In this No Black Box Machine Learning Course in JavaScript, you...

Subtitles

Self-Driving Car with JavaScript Course – Neural Networks and...
1.9M views • 1 year ago

freeCodeCamp.org

Learn how to create a neural network using JavaScript with no li...

Subtitles

Intro | Car driving mechanics... 10 chapters
5. Promotional Courses
5. Promotional *Competitions*
6. Community

Top geographies
Views · Last 28 days

- India: 15.4%
- United States: 9.9%
- Germany: 3.2%
- United Kingdom: 2.3%
- Brazil: 1.7%

Age
Views · Last 28 days

- 13–17 years: 0.3%
- 18–24 years: 34.3%
- 25–34 years: 37.9%
- 35–44 years: 17.6%
- 45–54 years: 8.2%
- 55–64 years: 1.5%
- 65+ years: 0.2%
Radu  10/15/2023 3:28 PM
Does my code have the same weird behaviour on your computer?

John_Doeuf  10/15/2023 3:28 PM
I'll check

Servesh  10/15/2023 7:39 PM
@John_Doeuf Hello @Radu I just watched your last video about the world editor, I don't think your polygon.js has a condition mismatch in constructor.

```javascript
constructor(points) {
    this.points = points;
    this.segments = [];
    - for (let i = 1; i < points.length; i++) {
    + for (let i = 1; i <= points.length; i++) {
        this.segments.push(            
            new Segment(points[i - 1], points[i % points.length])
        );
    }
}
```

John_Doeuf  10/15/2023 7:46 PM
works better like that! thanks a lot @Servesh
7. Networking
8. Motivation

@raccoonjs • 6 months ago
why this channel is underrated??

@juancamacho479 • 10 months ago
the most underrated channel in youtube. such unique and amazing content

@henrmota • 11 months ago
Underrated channel.
9. Personality
10. Portfolio

Why NOT Publish to YouTube?

• YouTube is not designed for Courses [2, 3]
• Random Advertisements...
• Algorithm Changes
• Can be Addictive
• Time Consuming
• Hateful Comments

Thank you!

www.youtube.com/@radu

[2] https://www.karelia.fi/2022/05/preparing-a-course-for-youtube